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The Internet of Things (IoT) contains a large amount of data, which attracts various types of network attacks that lead to
privacy leaks. With the upgrading of network attacks and the increase in network security data, traditional machine
learning methods are no longer suitable for network threat detection. At the same time, data analysis techniques and deep
learning algorithms have developed rapidly and have been successfully applied to a variety of tasks for privacy protection.
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are typical deep learning models that can learn and reconstruct features accurately
and efficiently. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a group CNN models that is based on feature correlations to learn
features and reconstruct security data. First, feature correlation coefficients are computed to measure the relationships
among the features. Then, we sort the correlation coefficients in descending order and group the data by columns. Second,
a 1D group CNN model with multiple 1D convolution kernels and 1D pooling filters is built to address the grouped data
for feature learning and reconstruction. Third, the reconstructed features are input to shadow machine learning models for
network threat prediction. The experimental results show that features reconstructed by the group CNN can reduce the
dimensions and achieve the best performance compared to the other present dimension reduction algorithms. At the same
time, the group CNN can decrease the floating point of operations (FLOP), parameters, and running time compared to
the basic 1D CNN.

1. Introduction

Application scenarios for the IoT are becoming increasingly
mature, which brings people to a new digital lifestyle by con-
necting everything [1]. However, as the IoT scope and scale
continue to expand, the threat of network intrusion has
become more serious than ever before [2, 3]. Malicious soft-
ware, DDoS attacks, vulnerability attacks, and other attacks
always occur in the IoT cyberspace, which inevitably leads
to privacy leaks [4–6]. These attacks harm not only physical
terminal equipment but also people’s lives and property [7].

In the IoT, there are three major security and privacy chal-
lenges: terminal authentication, network attack prevention,
and personal data protection [8, 9]. In terms of privacy chal-
lenges, blockchain-enabled technology using encryption
algorithm will not cause privacy data leakage [10–12]. In
terms of network attack prevention, network threat detection
technology is required to find network intrusions and meet
the demand of IoT assurance. In this situation, intrusion
detection [13], malicious code detection [14], malware detec-
tion [15], malicious URL detection [16], and vulnerability
mining [17] based on machine learning algorithms are
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considered to be effective network threat behavior detection
measures. With the upgrading of attacks and the increase in
network security data, traditional machine learning methods
are no longer suitable. At the same time, data analysis tech-
niques and deep learning algorithms have developed rapidly
and have been successfully applied to natural language pro-
cessing, image recognition, and video detection [18, 19]. In
the field of network security, many research studies have used
deep learning technology to detect network threats and have
garnered many achievements [13, 20].

Big data analysis techniques include oversampling imbal-
anced datasets, dimension reduction of high-dimensional
data, and correlation analysis between features [21]. Correla-
tion analysis studies the correlation coefficients among two
or more random variables [22]. In probability theory, the cor-
relation coefficient can reflect that there is a close relationship
between variables. The range of the correlation coefficient is ½
−1, 1�. The closer the absolute value of the correlation coeffi-
cient is to 1, the closer the linear relationship between the
two variables is. In contrast, the closer the absolute value of
the correlation coefficient approaches to 0, the weaker the lin-
ear relationship between the two variables will be. Therefore,
we use a correlation coefficient matrix to measure the relation-
ships among the column vectors in the data matrix.

Machine learning algorithms are divided into shallow
learning and deep learning [13, 22, 23]. Shallow learning is
treated as a traditional machine learning technique that
achieves desirable effects to address a small amount of data.
Shallow learning algorithms, including support vector
machines (SVMs), random forests (RFs), decision trees
(DTs), and K-means algorithms, have been employed to dis-
tinguish abnormal data from network activities [13, 20].
Comparing rule-based intrusion detection systems (IDSs),
shallow learning methods do not rely on the domain knowl-
edge and can extend their generalization ability to detect the
attack variants and unknown attacks. However, shallow
learning is no longer suitable to address the complexity of
the dataset and the diversity of the features [13]. In this situ-
ation, it emerges that deep learning is required.

Deep learning, also known as deep neural networks
(DNNs), is designed from hierarchical structures composed
of multiple neural layers [24]. Deep learning can extract
and learn information to generate the reconstruction features
from the input raw data through layer-by-layer neural pro-
cessing. Benefitting from their feature reconstruction charac-
teristics, deep learning algorithms, including CNNs,
recurrent neural network (RNNs), and generative adversarial
networks (GANs) [25–31] have been widely used not only for
visual recognition and language understanding but also for
network threat detection. Studies in [32] show that deep
learning algorithm-based methods can achieve better perfor-
mance when working on reconstructed features.

CNN, as one of the typical DNN models, was first pro-
posed to solve the problem of 2D image recognition. 2D
CNNs have been successfully used to learn and reconstruct
features from raw data and have developed into the domi-
nant approach for accomplishing recognition and detection
tasks of image and speech analysis [33]. Due to the good
characteristics of CNN learning, 1D CNN has been proposed

to address 1D signals based on 2D CNN and has achieved
superior performance with high efficiency [34, 35]. To adapt
to the data characteristics of 1D signals, comparing 2D
CNNs, the hierarchical architecture of 1D CNNs is simplified
[36]. For example, in the structure of 1D CNN, the data of the
convolution kernels and pooling filters are 1D. In the struc-
ture of 2D CNN, the data of the convolution kernels and
pooling filters are 2D. Therefore, in the structure and run-
ning process, 1D CNN is simpler than 2D CNN [34]. There-
fore, we build a 1D CNN for analyzing network security data.

However, with the deepening of the network layers, the
number of parameters increases exponentially [37]. For exam-
ple, in a traditional basic 2D CNN, if the size of the input image
feature is C ∗H ∗W, the number of convolution kernels is N,
the size of each convolution kernel is K ∗ K, and the size of
the feature map is M ∗M. The total number of parameters in
all convolution layers is C ∗N ∗ ðK ∗ K + 1Þ ∗ ðM ∗MÞ.
Obviously, the number of parameters is large. To reduce the
number of parameters and improve the efficiency of the
CNN, a group CNN is proposed to group the convolution ker-
nels separately [38]. Suppose that the convolution kernels are
divided into T groups, the number of convolution kernels in
each group is N/T, the size of each convolution kernel is K ′
∗ K ′, and the size of the feature map is M ′ ∗M ′. The total
number of parameters in the convolution layers is C ∗ ðN/TÞ
∗ ðK ′ ∗ K ′ + 1Þ ∗ ðM ′ ∗M ′Þ. When grouping, the sizes of
the convolution kernel and the feature maps are considered to
be smaller, and the total number of parameters of all of the con-
volution layers is reduced. At the same time, the performance of
the algorithm is improved. Therefore, we use a group CNN to
address the big network data.

When analyzing the security data for network threat
detection, we determined that each threat behavior had 1D
characteristics, which makes the threats similar to 1D signals.
Additionally, the group CNN can improve the efficiency.
Therefore, learning from the successful experience of using
1D CNN to process 1D signals, we build a 1D group CNN
model to perform feature learning and reconstruction of the
security dataset. In this paper, we combine shadow learning
and deep learning algorithms to build a network threat detec-
tion model. First, correlation coefficients are computed to
measure the relationships of the features. Then, we sort the
correlation coefficients in descending order and group the data
by the columns. Second, a 1D group CNN model with multi-
ple 1D convolution kernels and 1D pooling filters is built for
feature learning and reconstruction. In each convolution layer
and pooling layer, the convolution kernels and pooling filters
are grouped. Third, the reconstructed features are input to
the shadow learning models for threat prediction.

The proposed method includes the following advantages:

(1) Compared with the traditional basic 1D CNN, the
proposed group CNN model with grouped convolu-
tion kernels and pooling filters reconstructs the fea-
tures layer by layer and reduces the FLOP,
parameters, and running time

(2) The proposed data grouping, which is based on cor-
relation coefficients between the features, can
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enhance the structural information used by group
CNN to address the data

(3) The proposed group CNN model can reduce the
dimensions by generating fewer reconstructed fea-
tures and can achieve high performance

(4) The FLOP and parameter counts of the group CNN
are calculated and are less than those of the basic
1D CNN

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 discusses the related work using shallow learning algo-
rithms and deep learning technology in network threat
detection. A description of the 1D group CNN model is pro-
vided in Section 3. Experimental results and analysis are pre-
sented in Section 4. The work is concluded in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Machine learning techniques, including shallow learning and
deep learning algorithms, have been used for anomaly detec-
tion since the early 2000s and can automatically mine hidden
information on the differences between normal and
malicious behaviors.

Shallow learning algorithms, such as traditional machine
learning algorithms, were previously applied to analyze sys-
tem logs, malicious software, and network traffic and to out-
put the predicted labels of the input data. By comparing the
predicted labels with the true labels, the performance of the
shallow learning algorithms can be achieved. The most
widely used algorithms include SVM, DT, NB, and K-
means [39, 40]. Buczak et al. [39] provided a summary as a
survey to describe some machine learning and data mining
methods, such as DT, SVM, RF, and NB, which were used
for cybersecurity intrusion detection. Kruczkowski and Szyn-
kiewicz [41] used SVM with kernels to build a malware
detection model. The results revealed that SVM was a robust
and efficient method for data analysis and it increased the
efficiency of malware detection. Bilge et al. [42] presented
the EXPOSURE system to analyze large-scale and passive
domain name service (DNS) data. The classifier is built by
J48 DT. The experimental results suggested that the mini-
mum error was achieved by a decision tree. Aung and Min
[43] used K-means and classification and regression tree
(CART) algorithms to mine the KDD’99 dataset for intrusion
detection. The experimental results showed that the hybrid
data mining method could achieve good accuracy in perfor-
mance analysis with time complexity. Mo et al. [44] discussed
three data clustering algorithms, including K-means, fuzzy C
means (FCM), and expectation maximization (EM), to cap-
ture abnormal behavior in communication networks. The
experimental results showed that FCM was more accurate.

More recently, deep learning technology is developing
rapidly and has been successfully been applied to a variety
of tasks, such as natural language processing, image recogni-
tion, and computer vision [45]. CNNs, as typical DNN
models, have feedforward neural networks with convolution
calculations and deep structures, which can learn and recon-
struct features more accurately and efficiently. According to

the type of raw data, 1D CNN and 2D CNN models should
be built. A 1D CNN is constructed to process one-
dimensional sequence signal data and natural language, and
a 2D CNN is constructed to address two-dimensional image
and video data [36]. Because the CNN can learn and recon-
struct features, both 1D CNN and 2D CNN are used for net-
work threat detection.

Xiao et al. [46] proposed a network intrusion detection
model based on a CNN. The original traffic data were
reduced in dimensions through principal component analy-
sis (PCA) and an autoencoder (AE), and then, the data were
converted into a 2D image format. Next, the 2D data were
input to the CNN model to evaluate the performance. Wang
et al. [47] proposed a method that represented raw flow data
as an image and used the CNN for classification and identifi-
cation without manually selecting and extracting features.
Experimental results showed that this method had high avail-
ability and high accuracy in malicious traffic identification.
Zhang et al. [48] proposed a feature-hybrid malware variant
detection approach based on 2D CNN and 1D BPNN. A
2D CNN was designed to compute the dot product and com-
press the dimension of the PCA-initialized opcode matrix.
Experimental results showed that the method achieved more
than 95% malware detection accuracy. Zhang et al. [49] pro-
posed converting opcodes into a 2D matrix and adopted the
CNN to train the 2D opcode matrix for malware recognition.
Experimental results showed that their approach could sig-
nificantly improve the detection accuracy by 15%. Yan et al.
[50] proposed converting Android opcode into 2D gray
images with fixed size and adopted a CNN to train and detect
Android malware. Through the above literature, we can
determine that the input data of the 2D CNN model must
be converted into 2D data first.

Ma et al. [51] proposed a hybrid neural network com-
prised of 1D CNN and DNN to learn the characteristics of
high-dimension network flows for network anomaly detec-
tion. Experimental results showed that the proposed method
was better than those of other algorithms on the comprehen-
sive performances. Azizjon et al. [52] proposed a 1D CNN
model to serialize the TCP/IP packets in a predetermined
time range as an invasion Internet traffic model for the IDS.
Experimental results showed that 1D CNN and its variant
architectures had the capability to extract high-level feature
representations and outperformed the traditional machine
learning classifiers. Wei et al. [53] proposed a 1D CNN-
based model to identify phishing websites on a URL address
text, which was converted to one-hot character-level repre-
sentation. This mode liked the 1D CNN to analyze natural
language. Experimental results showed that the method was
faster to detect zero-day attacks. Zhang et al. [54] designed
a flow-based intrusion detection model called SGM-CNN,
which first integrated SMOTE and GMM to make an imbal-
anced class process and used 1D CNN to detect the network
traffic data with high accuracy. Experimental results showed
that SGM-CNN was superior to the state-of-the-art methods,
and effective for large-scale imbalanced intrusion detection.

The group convolution was first proposed and used in
AlexNet by Krizhevsky et al. [37] for distributing the model
over two GPUs to handle the memory insufficient issue.
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AlexNet was designed as a the group convolution method
could increase the diagonal correlations between the convo-
lution kernels, reduce the training parameters, and be not
easy to overfit. Zhang et al. [38] proposed interleaved group
CNNs called IGCNets, which contained a pair of successive
interleaved group convolutions, i.e., the primary group con-
volution and the secondary group convolution. IGCNets
was wider than a regular convolution. Experimental results
demonstrated that IGCNets was more efficient in parameters
and computation complexity. Xie and Girshick [55] pro-
posed a simple, highly modularized network architecture
named ResNeXt, which was based on AlexNet and con-
structed by repeating a building block. The idea of ResNeXt
was consistent of group convolutions. Without increasing
the complexity of the parameters, the accuracy of the model
could be improved, and the number of super parameters
could be reduced. Lu et al. [39] proposed a novel repeated
group convolutional kernel (RGC) to remove the filter’s
redundancy from group extent. SRGC-Nets worked well in
not only reducing the model size and computational com-
plexity, but also decreasing the testing and training running
time.

In the 2D CNN-based model, the input data are con-
verted to the image format. In the 1D CNN-based model,
the input data are treated as timing serial signals, similar to
natural language. Compared with a 2D CNN, the structure
of a 1D CNN is simpler, which makes the computational
complexity lower. Therefore, we intend to learn from the
experience of applying the 1D CNN to address the data and
to construct a network threat detection model for feature
learning and reconstruction.

3. Proposed Solution

The architecture of the proposed network threat detection
model, which combines the 1D group CNN algorithm and
machine learning classification methods, is shown in
Figure 1. First, correlation coefficients are computed to mea-
sure the relationships between the features. Then, we sort the
correlation coefficients in descending order and group the
data. Second, a group CNN model with multiple groups of

convolution kernels and pooling filters is built for feature
learning and reconstruction. In the group CNN model, the
input data are divided into multiple groups. Similarly, convo-
lution kernels and pooling filters in each layer are divided
into multiple groups. Each group of data is computed by each
convolution kernel and is then computed by each pooling
filter.

Finally, a concatenating layer is used to concatenate mul-
tiple groups of data to form one group of reconstructed data.
Third, the reconstructed data are input to the shadow
machine learning model for threat prediction. In the shadow
machine learning model, traditional machine learning algo-
rithms are used to identify normal or abnormal samples from
reconstruction data. Then, the accuracy, precision, recall, and
F1, which are the detection performance indicators, are com-
puted according to the statistics of the confusion matrix.

3.1. Group Convolutional Neural Network for Feature
Reconstruction. The convolutional neural network (CNN) is
one of the representative algorithms for deep learning. It is
a type of deep feed forward neural network that has convolu-
tion calculations [56]. CNNs have the capability of represen-
tation learning to generate reconstruction features. At the
same time, by the convolution operation and pooling opera-
tion, a CNN can achieve the purpose of reducing the dimen-
sions of the input data [57]. Additionally, grouped
convolution kernels and pooling filters can reduce the num-
ber of parameters and improve the performance [39]. There-
fore, we use 1D group convolution kernels to build a 1D
group CNN model in this work.

The 1D group CNN includes multiple convolutional
layers, multiple pooling layers, a full connection layer, a
concatenating layer, and an output layer. In each convolu-
tional layer, the convolutional kernels are divided into multi-
ple groups. At the same time, in each pooling layer, the
pooling filters are divided into multiple groups. The fully
connected layer determines the dimensions of the recon-
struction features of each group. The concatenating layer is
used to concatenate the reconstruction features of each group
to form the final results. The combination of multiple layers
makes the group CNN output the low-dimensional
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Figure 1: The architecture of the 1D group CNN.
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reconstruction features, which can not only strengthen the
original data’s features but also relatively reduce the
dimension.

3.2. Feature Correlation. In this work, we assume that the
input data are X = ðx1, x2,⋯, xn,⋯xNÞ, xn =
ðxn1, xn2,⋯, xnDÞT , n = ð1, 2,⋯,NÞ, containing N indepen-
dent D-dimensional samples. Usually, the malicious samples
have some similar values of the same features and so are the
benign samples. Thus, there are certain correlations between
the futures and the labels.We calculate the correlations between
the data features and labels based on the correlation coefficients.

First, we calculate the correlations between the data fea-
tures and labels based on the correlation coefficients to form
a correlation coefficient matrix R. Then, we randomly select
one row vector Ri and rank the correlation elements in
descending order. Furthermore, we divide the data into T
groups by columns equally according to the descending cor-
relations. Usually, each group has the same number of fea-
tures, which is D/T . The input data in the tth (0 < t ≤ T)
group are expressed as Xt = ðx1,t , x2,t ,⋯, xn,t ,⋯xN ,tÞ. So the
correlation coefficients of the first group data are the biggest,
and that of the last group data are the smallest.

3.3. Group CNN.After the data are grouped, we start to estab-
lish the group CNN model, which contains L convolution
layers, L pooling layers, a full connection layer, a concatenat-
ing layer, and an output layer. Like the group counts of the
input data, the convolution kernels and pooling filters in each
layer are also divided into T groups. Further, there are M
convolution kernels in each group.

Suppose that the mth (0 <m ≤M) convolution kernel in
the tth (0 < t ≤ T) group of the lth (0 < l ≤ L) convolution
layer is expressed as Km,t

l . Convolution operations are con-
ducted between the grouped data Xt and the convolution ker-
nel, or the output Rm,t

l−1 of the previous pooling layer. Then,
activation function is working to generate the feature maps.
Suppose the feature map in the tth group of the lth convolu-
tion layer by the mth convolution kernel is Sm,t

l , which is
expressed as follows:

Sm,t
l =

Re LU conv1D Km,t
l , Xt

� �
+ bm,t

l

� �
, l = 1,

Re LU conv1D Km,t
l , Rm,t

l−1
� �

+ bm,t
l

� �
, 1 < l ≤ L,

(

ð1Þ

where Re LUð·Þ is the nonlinear activation function. conv1D
ð·Þ is the 1D convolution function. Rm,t

l−1 is the output of the
mth pooling filter in tth group of the ðl − 1Þth pooling layer.
bm,t
l is the bias of the tth group in the lth convolution layer.

After the convolution layer, a pooling layer not only
reduces the dimensions of feature maps from the upper con-
volution layer to reduce the computational cost but also pro-
vides basic translation invariance. The lth pooling layer is
immediately after the lth convolution layer. Suppose the m
th pooling filter of the tth group in the lth pooling layer is
Pm,t
l . The input data of the lth pooling layer is the output of

the lth convolution layer, and the output data of the tth group

in the lth pooling layer is Rm,t
l , which is expressed as follows:

Rm,t
l = Re LU max pooling Sm,t

l , Pm,t
l

� �� �
, ð2Þ

wheremax poolingð·Þ is the pooling function. The max pool-
ing is adopted in this paper.

After the last pooling layer is the full connection layer.
Last pooling layer is connected to a fully connected layer.
After the convolution operations and pooling operations,
the original data is converted into the feature maps. In
the full connection layer, the tth feature map is mapped
to the group reconstruction features Xt ′ by a global con-
volution operation:

Xt ′ = Re LU 〠
m

conv1D Km,t
full, R

m,t
L

� �
+ bm,t

L

� �
 !

, ð3Þ

where Km,t
f ull is the convolution kernel of the full connec-

tion layer. bm,t
L is the bias of the full connection layer.

Further, the fully connected layer is connected to the
concatenating layer. The T groups of the reconstructed fea-
tures Xt ′ are concatenated to form the final reconstructed
features X ′:

X ′ = concatenate Xt ′
� �

, ð4Þ

where concatenateð·Þ is the reconstruction features’
concatenated function.

The size of X ′ isN ×D′. WhenD′ is less thanD, it means
that the dimension of D′ is less than that of D. In other
words, 1D CNN realizes the generation of reconstruction fea-
tures and the dimension reduction of features.

3.4. Floating Point of Operations and Parameters. Floating
point of operations (FLOP) is used to calculate the times of
multiplications and additions, which are related to the overall
running time of the model [58]. In this section, we want to
calculate the FLOP and parameter counts of the group
CNN. However, the group CNN is proposed on the basic
1D CNN. So, we first calculate the FLOP and parameter
counts of the basic 1D CNN. Then, we calculate the FLOP
and parameter counts of the group CNN based on that of
the basic 1D CNN.

3.4.1. FLOP and Parameter Counts of the Basic 1D CNN. Sup-
pose that the basic 1D CNN with fully connected layers is
used for feature reconstructed. First, FLOP is computed.
We assume that the input data are X, containing N indepen-
dentD-dimensional samples. In the basic 1D CNN, the num-
ber of the input convolution channels is Cin, the number of
the convolution kernels isM ′, and the size of the convolution
kernels is 1 ∗W1′. The size of the feature map of the convolu-
tion operation is 1 ∗W2′. The numbers of the output convo-
lution channels are Cout. The FLOP performed by a
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convolution layer is as follows:

N ∗ Cin ∗M ′ ∗ 1 ∗W1′ + 1
� �

∗W2′ ∗M ′ ∗W1′ ∗ Cout, ð5Þ

where ð1 ∗W1′ + 1Þmeans that a multiplication is performed
by one convolutional kernel sampling the input data. ð+1Þ is
to add the bias.

∗W2′ means the number of multiplications performed by
one convolutional kernel to get the feature maps of the out-
put convolution operation. The definition of W2′ is W2′ = ðD
+ 2padding −W1′Þ/stride + 1, where padding = 0, stride = 1.

∗M ′ means multiple convolutional kernels computing in
the operation.

∗M ′ ∗W1′ means the number of addition from the fea-
ture map of the convolution operation to the output feature
map of the convolution layer.

It is noted that the operations of Re LUð·Þ and the pool-
ing layers do not contain multiplication and addition opera-
tions. Therefore, the FLOP does not consider the operations
of Re LUð·Þ and the pooling layers.

∗Cin and ∗Cout means repeating calculation in multiple
input channels and output channels.

∗N means repeating calculation of all the samples.
Basic 1D CNN has L convolution layers, so the FLOP of

the basic 1D CNNmodel equals the sum of the FLOP of each
convolution layer, which can be computed as follows:

〠
L

l=1
N ∗ Cl,in ∗Ml′∗ 1 ∗Wl,1′ + 1

� �
∗Wl,2′ ∗Ml′∗Wl,1′ ∗ Cl,out:

ð6Þ

Then, the bias term is ignored and the FLOP calculation
formula (6) is written as follows:

ο 〠
L

l=1
N ∗ Cl,in ∗M ′2l ∗W ′2l,1 ∗Wl,2′ ∗ Cl,out

 !

: ð7Þ

It can be seen that FLOP is determined by the number of
the samples, the number of the convolutional layers, the
number of the convolutional kernels per layer, the size of
each convolutional kernel, the length of the feature map of
the convolution operation, and the number of the input
and output convolution channels.

Next, we computed the parameter count of basic 1D
CNN. The parameter count is to get the statistics of the
parameters during the basic 1D CNN operating, containing
weighting parameters and bias parameters, which appear in
the running process of the model. In the above basic 1D
CNN, in the case of a single channel and a single convolution
kernel, the number of the parameters is ðW1′ + 1Þ. When the
number of the convolution kernels is M ′ and the number of
the convolution layers is L, the parameter count of each layer
is ∑L

l=1N ∗ Cl,in ∗Ml′∗ ðWl,1′ + 1Þ ∗ Cl,out. Then, the bias term
is ignored and the parameter count calculation formula is

written as follows:

ο 〠
L

l=1
N ∗ Cl,in ∗Ml′∗Wl,1′ ∗ Cl,out

 !

: ð8Þ

It can be seen that the parameter count is determined by
the number of the samples, the number of the convolutional
layers, the number of the convolutional kernels per layer, the
size of each convolutional kernel, and the number of the
input and output convolution channels.

3.4.2. FLOP and Parameter Counts of the Group CNN. Like
basic 1D CNN, the FLOP and parameter count of group
CNN can be computed. Suppose that the input data is X,
containing N independent D-dimensional samples, which
are grouped to T groups. It means that the dimension of each
group data isD/T . The numbers of the input and output con-
volution channels are Cin and Cout. The structure of group
CNN contains L convolution layers and L pooling layers.
There are T group convolution kernels in each convolution
layer. The pooling layer is the same. There areM convolution
kernels in each group convolution kernels. The size of each
convolution kernel is 1 ∗W1. The size of the feature map of
the convolution operation is 1 ∗W2. Therefore, the FLOP
of each group is

N ∗ Cin ∗M ∗ 1 ∗W1 + 1ð Þ ∗W2 ∗M ∗W1 ∗ Cout, ð9Þ

where W2 = ððD/TÞ + 2 padding −W1Þ/stride + 1, where
padding = 0, stride = 1.

Total FLOP of the model equals the sum of the FLOP of
each convolution layer, which can be computed as follows:

〠
L

l=1
〠
T

t=1
N ∗ Cl,t,in ∗Ml,t ∗ 1 ∗Wl,t,1 + 1ð Þ ∗Wl,t,2 ∗Ml,t

∗Wl,t,1 ∗ Cl,t,out:

ð10Þ

Then, the bias term is ignored and the FLOP in formula
(6) is optimized as follows:

ο 〠
L

l=1
〠
T

t=1
N ∗ Cl,t,in ∗M2

l,t ∗W2
l,t,1 ∗Wl,t,2 ∗ Cl,t,out

 !

: ð11Þ

Similarly, the parameter count of group CNN can be
computed as follows:

ο 〠
L

l=1
〠
T

t=1
N ∗ Cl,t,in ∗Ml,t ∗Wl,t,1 ∗ Cl,t,out

 !

: ð12Þ

It can be seen that the FLOP and parameter count are
determined not only by the number of the samples, the num-
ber of the convolutional layers, the number of the convolu-
tional kernels per layer, the size of each convolutional
kernel, and the number of the input and output convolution
channels, but also by the number of groups.
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Now, let us compare the FLOP and parameter count of
group CNN with that of basic 1D CNN. From formula (7),
formula (8), formula (11), and formula (12), we can find that
there are many parameters to decide the FLOP and parame-
ter count. We cannot compare them directly. But we can
assume some comparison conditions. Because the length of
input data in group CNN to that of basic 1D CNN is 1/T ,
we assume that the length of convolutional kernels in each
layer of group CNN to that of basic 1D CNN is 1/T , that is,
W1′ = T ∗W1. Similarly, W2′ ≈ T ∗W2. According to the
comparison of formula (7) and formula (11), it can roughly
be seen that the FLOP of group CNN is smaller than that of
1D CNN. Similarly, according to the comparison of formula
(8) and formula (12), it can roughly be seen that the param-
eter count of group CNN is smaller than that of 1D CNN.
Actually, in experiments, we set completely different values
of the parameters for the two models to achieve the best fea-
ture representation effect. More specifically, a comparison of
the results are seen in Section 4.3.5.

3.5. Shallow Machine Learning Classifier. Shallow machine
learning has good performance and high efficiency. There-
fore, in this work, we use SVM as a shallow machine learning
algorithm to build the classification model and identify the
malicious samples in the dataset.

Shallow machine learning is consisted of two stages:
training stage and testing stage [59]. In the training stage,
the high-dimensional original dataset is reconstructed to
the low-dimensional features by the training of the group
CNN. Then, the dataset containing low-dimensional recon-
struction features is input to the shallow machine learning
classifier to train and obtain the optimal model structure.
In the testing stage, the high-dimensional original testing
dataset is input to the trained group CNN model to obtain
the low-dimensional reconstructed features [60, 61]. Then,
the dataset containing low-dimensional reconstructed fea-
tures is input to the trained shallow machine learning classi-
fier to get the labels of the predicted testing data.

In the experiment, the true labels of the testing dataset
have been known, so the performance of the shallowmachine
learning models, such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1,
can be obtained by comparing the true labels with the pre-
dicted labels and calculating the confusion matrix.

The confusion matrix for binary classification includes
four index items, such as true positive (TP), false negative
(FN), false positive (FP), and true negative (TN). Then, other
evaluation metrics as performance are defined as follows:

Accuracy = TP + TN
TP + FN + FP + TN

, ð13Þ

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
, ð14Þ

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
, ð15Þ

F1 =
1 + β2� �

× precision × recall
β2 × precision + recall

=
2 × TP

2 × TP + FN + FP
β = 1ð Þ:

ð16Þ
4. Experiments

4.1. Dataset. The data come from the public datasets in
cyberspace and contain the data of the network threat behav-
ior. The details of the datasets are shown in Table 1.

KDDCUP99 [61] is the most famous and frequently cited
dataset on intrusion detection. The whole dataset is very big
and classified to 5 classes. In our work, we just randomly
extract a small part, and only use them in 2 classes consisting
of the normal and abnormal samples. The data set contains
41 features, which are divided into 4 categories: 9 basic fea-
tures of the TCP, 13 content features of the TCP, 9 statistical
features of the traffic based on time, and 10 statistical features
of the traffic based on host.

CICMalDroid2020 [62] is downloaded from the website
of Canadian Institute for Cybersecurity datasets. The original
dataset contains 5 categories of Android samples. In our
work, we just use the whole banking datase, which contains
2100 malware samples, and the whole benign datase, which
contains 1795 benign samples. CICMalDroid2020-139
consists of 139 extracted features including the frequencies
of system calls. CICMalDroid2020-470 consists of 470
extracted features including the frequencies of system calls,
binders, and composite behaviors.

For most machine learning-based classification tasks,
imbalanced datasets could cause the classification surfaces
of the classifiers bias to the majority class, which leads to
the misclassification of the minority class. Generally, the net-
work threat data is treated as the minority class. Therefore, in
our experiment, the ratios of “Normal” and “Abnormal”
instances in all the three datasets are close to 1, which can
void the imbalanced problem.

4.2. Machine Learning Classifiers. There are many shallow
machine learning classifiers, e.g., NB, RF, and LR. Through
our previous experimental results and analysis of the existing
literature, we find that SVM is the most commonly used
classifier.

SVM has many advantages: (1) It has good stability,
which in many cases can maintain good classification perfor-
mance. (2) It can deal with the noise and outlier data well by
introducing relaxation variable. (3) It can effectively solve the
problem of nonlinear and high-dimensional data. (4) It can
keep good classification efficiency and effect for small data
sets.

Table 1: Details of the datasets.

Dataset
Number of
features

Number of samples
(normal/abnormal)

KDDCUP99 41 10200 (5000/5200)

CICMalDroid2020-
139

139 3795 (1795/2100)

CICMalDroid2020-
470

470 3795 (1795/2100)
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To sum up, combined with the characteristics of our
dataset, which is high-dimensional and small, we choose
SVM as the classifier in our experiment.

All experiments are performed in JetBrains PyCharm
2017 with Python 3.6 interpreter on a laptop Intel CORE
i5-6200U 2.3GHz with 8GB RAM running the Windows
10 OS.

4.3. Experiment Results and Discussion

4.3.1. Comparison of the Reconstructed Features. In this sec-
tion, the performances of the reconstructed features at differ-
ent ratios are compared. According to the output size of the
fully connected layer, the dimensions of the reconstructed
features are different. In this section, to identify the perfor-
mance of the reconstructed features, the lengths of the recon-
structed features are set according to different situations.
Specifically, the ratios of the reconstructed feature length to
the original data length are set to 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%,

and 30%. First, the original data are input to group CNN
models to generate the reconstructed features. Second, the
data composed of reconstructed features are input to SVM,
and then, the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 are com-
puted to evaluate the performance of the reconstructed fea-
tures. The performances of the reconstructed features at
different ratios are plotted in Figure 2. In addition, it should
be noted that the number of iterations of the group CNN
algorithms is 1000. The recorded results are the average of
5 experiments.

According to the curve of the performance of the recon-
structed features at different ratios in Figure 2, including the
accuracy, precision, recall, and F1, we can obtain some con-
clusions. First, the performances of the reconstructed feature
data at some low ratios are better than those of the original
data, whose ratio is 100%. In particular, the performances
of the KDDCUP99 dataset are more obvious. Therefore, it
is necessary to reduce the data dimensions by using the group
CNN to reconstruct the features, which cannot reduce the
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Figure 2: The performance of the reconstruct features at different ratios.
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data quality. Second, the higher the dimension of the original
data is, the lower the ratio of the reconstruction features with
better performance.

For example, KDDCUP99 is a low-dimension dataset,
whose highest accuracy and F1 are at 15%.
CICMalDroid2020-139 is a middle–high-dimensional data-
set, whose highest accuracy and F1 are at 10%. Meanwhile,
CICMalDroid2020-470 is a high-dimensional dataset, whose
highest accuracy and F1 are at 5%. To sum up, we can con-
clude that reconstructed features are helpful to reduce the
data dimensions and improve the performance.

4.3.2. Comparison of the Group CNN and the Basic 1D CNN.
Both the group CNN and the basic 1D CNN can reconstruct
features. In this part, we compare the performance of the
reconstructed features by these two methods. First, the orig-
inal data are input to group CNN and basic 1D CNNmodels,
respectively. Different ratios from 5% to 30% of the recon-
structed features are generated. Second, the data composed
of reconstructed features are input to SVM, and the accuracy
are computed to evaluate the performance of the recon-
structed features. The parameters of their network structures
are shown in Table 2. The performance of different ratios of
the reconstructed features are recorded in Table 3. In addi-
tion, it should be noted that the number of iterations of the
CNN algorithms is 1000. The recorded results are the average
of 5 experiments.

The original data are directly input to SVM, and the accu-
racy is recorded in the last column of Tables 3(a) and 3(b). By
contrast, the accuracy at different ratios from 5% to 30% of
the reconstructed features are recorded in other columns.
Comparing the results in Table 3(a), we find that in some sit-
uations the accuracy of the reconstructed features by the
basic 1D CNN is higher than that of the original data.
KDDCUP99 achieves the highest accuracy at 25%.
CICMalDroid2020-139 achieves the highest accuracy at
10%. And CICMalDroid2020-470 achieves the highest accu-
racy with the original data. Comparing the results in
Table 3(b), we find the accuracy of the reconstructed features

by the group CNN is higher than that of the original data.
KDDCUP99 achieves the highest accuracy 0.9764 at 15%.
CICMalDroid2020-139 achieves the highest accuracy
0.8091 at 10%. And CICMalDroid2020-470 achieves the
highest accuracy 0.8111 at 5%. Comparing the results in
Table 3(a) with that in Table 3(b), we find that the accuracy
by the group CNN is generally higher than that by the basic
1D CNN. And the highest accuracy of each dataset in
Table 3(b) by group CNN is higher than that in Table 3(a)
by the basic 1D CNN. Furthermore, the datasets get the high-
est accuracy by the group CNN at the lower ratios. For exam-
ple, KDDCUP99 gets the highest accuracy by the group CNN
at 15%, but gets the highest accuracy by basic 1D CNN at
25%. Finally, we can conclude that the performance of the
group CNN is better than that of basic 1D CNN mainly
because grouped data based on the feature correlation helps
to improve the inside stickiness of the data of each group.

4.3.3. Training Loss of the Group CNN.During training stage,
the training loss is achieved based on the cross entropy loss
function to compare the probability that the predicted labels
of the reconstructed features are close to the real labels. The
smaller the training loss is, the closer the predicted labels to
the true labels of each data. In this section, we study the trend
of the training loss of the group CNN. KDDCUP99 and
CICMalDroid2020-139 are grouped to two groups, while
CICMalDroid2020-470 is grouped to four groups. The
grouped data are separately input to the group CNN to train
the models. Then, different ratios from 5% to 30% of the
reconstructed features are generated. During the training of
the group CNN, the loss of each iteration is recorded and
plotted in Figure 3. The number of iterations in the training
stage is 1000.

From the curves in Figure 3, on the one hand, we find that
some training loss curves of the grouped data are closer to
each other and approaching to 0. For example, in
Figure 3(a), the training loss curves of 20% reconstructed fea-
ture data of KDDCUP99, which are grouped to two groups,
are closer. So are the training loss curves of 15%

Table 3: Accuracy of group CNN and basic 1D CNN.

(a) Accuracy of basic 1D CNN

Datasets
Accuracy

5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 100%

KDD99 0.9605 0.9566 0.9599 0.9627 0.9667 0.9548 0.8788

CICMalDroid2020-139 0.7760 0.7854 0.7721 0.7587 0.7733 0.7724 0.7094

CICMalDroid2020-470 0.6783 0.7065 0.6808 0.6320 0.6127 0.6246 0.7171

(b) Accuracy of group CNN

Datasets
Accuracy

5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 100%

KDD99 0.9612 0.9717 0.9724 0.9764 0.9696 0.9692 0.8788

CICMalDroid2020-139 0.7681 0.7988 0.8091 0.7945 0.7967 0.7891 0.7094

CICMalDroid2020-470 0.8111 0.8058 0.7937 0.8108 0.7985 0.7983 0.7171
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Figure 3: Continued.
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Training loss of CICMalDroid2020-139 dataset
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reconstructed feature data of CICMalDroid2020-139 in
Figure 3(b), and the training loss curves of 5% reconstructed
feature data of CICMalDroid2020-470 in Figure 3(c).

Furthermore, the ratios of the closer training loss curves
in Figure 3 are the same as that of the highest accuracy in
Table 3(a). On the other hand, we find that when the curves
converge, the training loss curve of group 1 is under that of
group 2 in Figures 3(a) and 3(b), and the loss curves are the
same in Figure 3(c), where the loss curve of group 1 is at
the bottom and the loss curve of group 4 is on the top. That
is because the data are grouped based on the feature correla-
tion. We first calculate the correlations between features, and
rank the correlations in descending order. Then, we divide
the data into several groups equally according to the descend-
ing correlation coefficients. So, the correlation coefficients of
the first group are biggest, and that of the last group are smal-
lest. Therefore, the loss of reconstructed features are smaller
when the correlation coefficients are larger.

4.3.4. Comparison of the Dimension Reduction Algorithms.
The group CNN can reconstruct features and reduce the
dimensions of the features. Therefore, the group CNN can
be seen as a dimension reduction algorithm. At present, there
are many dimension reduction algorithms, such as PCA, FA,
ICA, and SVD. In this section, we choose PCA and SVD to

compare with the basic 1D CNN and the group CNN. Like
in Section 4.3.1, first, the dimensions of the original data by
the dimension reduction algorithms are reduced to 5%,
10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, and 30%, separately. Then, the dimen-
sion reduction data are input to SVM. Accuracy and F1 are
calculated to evaluate the performance of the low-
dimensional data. The accuracy and F1 of the dimension
reduction algorithms are recorded in Figure 4. In addition,
it should be noted that the number of iterations of the basic
1D CNN and the group CNN algorithms are 1000. The
recorded results are the average of 5 experiments.

According to the accuracy and F1 of different dimension
reduction algorithms in Figure 4, we can obtain some conclu-
sions. First, for the low-dimensional dataset, such as
KDDCUP99, the ratios of the highest accuracy and F1 are
high. For the high-dimensional dataset, the ratios of the high-
est accuracy and F1 are low, such as CICMalDroid2020-470.
Furthermore, the highest accuracy and F1 at the low ratios
are even higher than that of the original data. Therefore, we
think that it is quite necessary to reduce the data dimensions
by the dimension reduction algorithms. Second, the accuracy
and F1 of different ratios by the group CNN are the highest.
Therefore, we can obtain that the group CNN is the best
dimension reduction algorithm. At the same time, the accu-
racy and F1 of the basic 1D CNN are less than that of the

Training loss of CICMalDroid2020-470 dataset
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Figure 3: Training loss of group CNN.
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group CNN, but higher than that of PCA and SVD, which are
traditional methods. Furthermore, we can conclude that the
results of the deep learning methods are better than that of
the traditional methods. Therefore, we suggest to apply deep
learning algorithms to reduce the dimensions.

4.3.5. Comparison of Running Time. In theory, we have
already proved that the parameter counts and FLOP of the
group CNN are smaller than that of basic 1D CNN. In this
section, we compare the values of FLOP, parameter counts,
and running time between the basic 1D CNN and the group
CNN. The basic 1D CNN and the group CNN are built with
different structures to analyze the datasets. In particular, the
numbers of layers and the parameters of each layer are shown
in Table 4.

The basic 1D CNN and the group CNN have similar
structures, when dealing with the same dataset. It should be
noted that the count of convolutional kernels in each layer
of the basic 1D CNN is equal to that of the group CNN,
which means that the count of convolutional kernels in each
layer of the basic 1D CNN is equal to the numbers of the
groups multiplied by the counts of convolutional kernels in
each group. When the models are operating to analyze the
data, running time is recorded. At the same time, FLOP
and parameters are computed. The results are shown in
Table 4.

Table 4 shows the structures, FLOP, parameters, and run-
ning time of the basic 1D CNN and the group CNN. It is easy
to find that the more layers of the structures have, the larger
the FLOP, parameters, and running time in Table 4(a) and

Table 4: The structures, FLOP, parameter counts, and running time of the basic 1D CNN and the group CNN.

(a) The structures, FLOP, parameter counts, and running time of the basic 1D CNN

Datasets Structures of the basic 1D CNN FLOP Parameter counts Running time (S)

KDD99

Layers: 3
Layer 1: Cin = 1, Cout = 40, M ′ = 40, W1′ = 10, W2′ = 32
Layer 2: Cin = 40, Cout = 40, M ′ = 40, W1′ = 8, W2′ = 25
Layer 3: Cin = 40, Cout = 80, M ′ = 80, W1′ = 8, W2′ = 18

4:63 ∗ 109 45700 602.68

CICMalDroid2020-
139

Layers: 4
Layer 1: Cin = 1, Cout = 30, M ′ = 30, W1′ = 20, W2′ = 128
Layer 2: Cin = 30, Cout = 20, M ′ = 20, W1′ = 20, W2′ = 109
Layer 3: Cin = 20, Cout = 40, M ′ = 40, W1′ = 10, W2′ = 100
Layer 4: Cin = 40, Cout = 20, M ′ = 20, W1′ = 10, W2′ = 91

6:69 ∗ 109 86798 852.84

CICMalDroid2020-
470

Layers: 5
Layer 1: Cin = 1, Cout = 249, M ′ = 249, W1′ = 10, W2′ = 461
Layer 2: Cin = 249, Cout = 100, M ′ = 100, W1′ = 40, W2′ = 422
Layer 3: Cin = 100, Cout = 50, M ′ = 50, W1′ = 80, W2′ = 343
Layer 4: Cin = 50, Cout = 20, M ′ = 20, W1′ = 40, W2′ = 304
Layer 5: Cin = 20, Cout = 20, M ′ = 20, W1′ = 20, W2′ = 285

1480:39 ∗ 109 3768915 48213.86

(b) The structures, FLOP, parameter counts, and running time of the group CNN

Datasets Structures of the group CNN FLOP Parameter counts Running time (S)

KDD99

Groups: 2; layers: 3
Layer 1: Cin = 1, Cout = 20, M ′ = 20, W1′ = 5, W2′ = 16
Layer 2: Cin = 20, Cout = 20, M ′ = 20, W1′ = 4, W2′ = 13
Layer 3: Cin = 20, Cout = 40, M ′ = 40, W1′ = 4, W2′ = 10

0:82 ∗ 109 13994 595.77

CICMalDroid2020-139

Groups: 2; layers: 4
Layer 1: Cin = 1, Cout = 15, M ′ = 15, W1′ = 10, W2′ = 60
Layer 2: Cin = 15, Cout = 10, M ′ = 10, W1′ = 10, W2′ = 51
Layer 3: Cin = 10, Cout = 20, M ′ = 20, W1′ = 5, W2′ = 47
Layer 4: Cin = 20, Cout = 10, M ′ = 10, W1′ = 5, W2′ = 43

4:90 ∗ 109 61180 484.02

CICMalDroid2020-470

Groups: 4; layers: 5
Layer 1: Cin = 1, Cout = 63, M ′ = 63, W1′ = 3, W2′ = 115
Layer 2: Cin = 63, Cout = 25, M ′ = 25, W1′ = 10, W2′ = 106
Layer 3: Cin = 25, Cout = 12, M ′ = 12, W1′ = 20, W2′ = 87
Layer 4: Cin = 12, Cout = 5, M ′ = 5, W1′ = 10, W2′ = 78
Layer 5: Cin = 5, Cout = 5, M ′ = 5, W1′ = 5, W2′ = 74

23:52 ∗ 109 98976 3237.18
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Table 4(b). Furthermore, the FLOP, parameters, and running
time of the group CNN in Table 4(b) are less than that of the
basic 1D CNN in Table 4(a), when these two CNN models
deal with the same datasets.

In particular, more FLOP, parameter counts, and run-
ning time of the group CNN on CICMalDroid2020-470
decrease, compared to that of the group CNN on KDD99
and CICMalDroid2020-139. Maybe, we can infer that the
larger the group count is, the more FLOP, parameter counts,
and running time reduce. It should be noted that the struc-
tures of the basic 1D CNN and the group CNN in this section
are set to compare the running time, which are not used in
other sections. On the contrary, in other sections, the struc-
tures of basic 1D CNN and group CNN are set to obtain
the highest performance, which are totally different from that
in this section.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we present a 1D group CNN model to recon-
struct the features and reduce the dimensionality. The main
characteristic is that grouped data are based on feature corre-
lations, which means that the data are grouped by column.
CNN model grouping occurs in convolution kernel group-
ing. In summary, first, compared to all features, our group
CNN can achieve the best performance with fewer features.
Second, compared to the basic 1D CNN, the group CNN out-
performs the basic 1D CNN on the features at different ratios.
Third, compared to the dimension reduction algorithms, the
accuracies and F1 of the group CNN are the highest. Fourth,
compared to the basic 1D CNN, the FLOP, parameters, and
running time of the group CNN are lower. Therefore, from
the evaluations of all of the aspects, the group CNN spends
less time but achieves better performance with fewer features.
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